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Abstract

We propose a new mathematical engine for rea-
soning with abstraction to support engineering
design. The new Qua,|i|y Lattice (qL) will 
built on the foundation of the existing Quan-
tity Lattice by Reid Simmons [Simmons, 1986],
the Bounder inequality reasoner by Elisha Sacks
[Sacks, 1987], and the Minima hybrid real/sign al-
gebra by Brian Williams [Williams, 1991]. The
new qL supports representation and manipula-
tion of evolving designs that involve abstraction at
any of several levels, including "qualitative" (signs
only), "semi-quantitative" (bounded quantities),
and fully quantitative (real numbers). The qL 
seamless, allowing abstraction levels to be mixed
freely aa needed within a single design. The qL
also is tunable, allowing trade-offs between solu-
tion time and solution quality, so that effort can
be applied where it is most needed or effective in
an evolving design. Supporting mixed abstraction
levels and localised computational effort enables a
design methodology including iterstive refinement
and tight control over the exploration of design
alternatives. The qL is applicable to design prob-
lems which can be modeled using systems of linear
and nonlinear equations and inequalities, includ-
ing any differential equations which can be solved
or approximated to yield such relations. This is
appropriate for a wide range of problem domains,
including both synthetic and analytical tasks.

Introduction
We propose a new mathematical engine to support rea-
soning about physical systems, particularly for engi-
neering design. The heart of this engine will be a new
inequality reasoner based on the Quantity Lattice (qL)
by Reid Simmons [Simmons, 1986], and also including
aspects of the Bounder inequality reasoner by Elisha
Sacks [Sacks, 1987]. We also propose to integrate the
new qL with the Minima hybrid real/sign algebra by
Brian Williams [Williams, 1991]. The new QL with
Minima will support reasoning about physical systems

at multiple levels of abstraction. The qL will include
a range of algorithms that lets users trade off compu-
t~tion time for solution completeness. The resulting
system will be both flexible and powerful, including
essential capabilities for performing a wide variety of
physical reasoning tasks.

We take it that reasoning about physical systems is
a sine qu~ non of intelligent engineering design. Our
mathematical engine will serve as an optimized im-
plementation for a common, heavily-used functionality
that is ubiquitous to reasoning about physical systems.
Of the wide variety of tasks that designers face, only
a few are at the extremes of either purely quantitative
or purely "qualitative" reasoning. Semi-quantitative
re~oning uses inequalities to bound quantities with
a lower bound, an upper bound, or both--perhaps ex-
pressed in terms of other quantities. In contrast, purely
quntit~ti~e re~oning deals only with numbers whose
values are precisely known; purely quglitati~e re~on-
ing (of the kind that is used most commonly in the
field of "qualitative physics" [Weld and de Kleer, 1990])
deals with quantities only in terms of their signs (-,
0, +). Such abstraction is helpful because exhaustive
numerical evaluation may be prohibitively expensive
or inconvenient, and numerical methods are not ap-
plicable when the input parameters are only partially
specified. Semi-quantitative reasoning can bridge the
gap between the typical engineering design stages of
high-level concept formation and model-building, and
low-level detailed numeric evaluation.

Inequality Reasoning

We define inequality reoJoning as mathematical rea-
soning that works with an input set of equations
and inequalities relating quantities--/ormula, or re-
lationa--to derive lower and upper bounds on those
quantities, x The derived bounds are valid in terms of
the supplied formulas, though they are not necessar-
ily optimal. They should be as good as possible given
accepted practical and theoretical limits.

I We do not restrict ourselves to linear formulas or strict

inequalities.
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There are five main techniques that are used by the
QL and Bounder to perform inequality reasoning.

Quantity relation inference derives a relation (<,
<_, =, >__, >) between two quantities that are not
already related explicitly.

Simplification rewrites algebraic terms into equiva-
lent forms that may be easier to work with. Sim-
plification incorporates knowledge about algebraic
equivalences.

Bounds propagation replaces terms with their de-
rived lower and upper bounds, expressed either as
numbers or in terms of other variables. Bounds
propagation incorporates knowledge about interval
algebra to determine bounds for a given functioned
expression.

Substitution is a regime of algebraic simplification
combined with bounds propagation in a systematic
fashion. The qL makes substitution systematic by
using specific axiom sets for specific bounds propa-
gation and simplification techniques. Bounder’s cur-
rent approach is a procedural algorithm that encodes
similar axiomatic knowledge.

Interval numerical methods apply some useful re.
sults of interval mathematics [Moore, 1979]. They
derive bounds by partitioning function domains.

The Quantity Lattice

The Quantity Lattice (qr.) has a set of widely practical,
Iow-complexlty algorithms for inequality reasoning, de.
scribed below.

The QL employs two forms of quantity relation in-
ference.

Relational graph search infers relations between
previously unrelated quantities using a relation
graph and a relation transitivity table. E.g., from
A < B and B _< C, infer A < C.

Numeric relation inference (what Simmons [Sim-
mons, 1986] called "numeric constraint propaga-
tion") uses existing bounds on quantities to derive
relations between them. E.g., from A < 1 and
B > 2, infer A < B.

The Qr. employs two forms of substitution.

Relational arithmetic
uses relations, quantity bounds, and an axiom set
to determine relations that plain interval arithmetic
cannot. E.g., from the relation A > B, the quantity
bounds0<A_< land0_< B<l, and the axlom
z > 7/ =~ (z-7/) > 0, infer 0 < (A-B)_< 
rather than -1 <2 (A - B) _< 1, aa results from
unaugmented interval arithmetic.

Constant elimination arithmetic uses a slightly
more powerful axiom set than relational arithmetic
to infer relations between quantities. E.g., from the
relations A = B + X, C = D + X, and B > D, infer
A > C, by eliminating the constant X.

For the full axiom sets for these algorithms, please refer
to Simmons’ paper [Simmons, 1986].

Bounder

Bounder has a hierarchical layering of increasingly
more powerful, and more computational]y expensive,
functionality for reasoning about inequalities.

Bounder’s lower-level stages apply limited simplifi-
cation, limited bounds propagation, and general sub-
stitution.

Inequality simplification transforms the terms in a
single input inequality into simpler terms with the
s~me sign. It cancels common terms and replaces
monotonic functions with their arguments. Thus, it
transforms ¯x into 1, Xs into X, and log(X) into
X- 1. It also can transform an inequality into a sim-
pler inequality, e.g., atan(X) < atan(Y) =¢. X 
It sometimes trees quantity bounds. E.g., if p > 1,
it replaces the inequality px > pY with X > Y.
This simplifier is invoked once each time Bounder
tries to prove an inequality; that is, given X < Y, it
simplifies X - Y and tries to prove the result neg-
ative. Inequality simplification was not included in
the original QL.

Numeric bounds propagation chooses the best
lower and upper bounds for a quantity by inspect-
ing only the relations which relate it directly to a
numeric value and examining these relations only
individually. E.g., from A > 1, A > 2, A _< 4, and
C=A, infer2_< A<_ 4and-oo _ < C< _ oo.
Numeric bounds propagation is less powerful than
any of the algorithms in the qL, because all of the
qL’s algorithms consider interactions between sym-
bolic variables.

General substitution combines general, numeric
and symbolic, bounds propagation with standard al-
gebraic simplification. The simplification here is die-
tinct from the inequality simplification above in that
it performs simple trine,formations universally appli-
cable to expressions of real-valued quantities, such as
X * X =~ X2, X - X =~ O, and sin(asin(X)) =~ 
Intuitively, general substitution works by replacing
variables with their bounds in terms of numbers and
other variables. If the expression to be bounded is
a variable, it does this directly. If the expression
is compound, e.g., a sum or product, it bounds one
operand as an expression of the other operand’s vari-
ables, substitutes the results, simplifies, and bounds
the resulting expression. General substitution ex-
ploits numeric and symbolic quantity bounds and
all relations between quantities which are solvable,
given the power of the existing simplification ma-
chinery. E.g., for C _> 1, D > 1, and (C * D) _< 
infer (C - 1/D) _< 3. This algorithm is more pow-
erful than any of the algorithms in the Qr.. It also
is more computationally expensive than any of the
qL’s algorithms. This algorithm has been proven to
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terminate [Sacks, ]. The b~ic technique responsible
for termination k the recording of already-bounded
variables; only a single pus through the list of all
input variables k made.

Bounder’s two highest-level techniques are interval
numerical methods.

Derivative inspection calculates the bounds for a
function from the signs of its partial derivatives. It
partitions the range of the function into subreglons
on which the function i, monotonic, if possible.

Iterative refinement helps when a function’s partial
derivatives have infinitely many seroes. It comple-
ments derivative inspection for these cases. In this
case, one can obtain arbitrarily tight bounds by con-
structing sufficiently fine partitions. The details of
this algorithm are explained in Sacks’ longer version
of the Bounder paper [Sacks, ].

We are interested in applying all of these techniques
but the weak numeric bounds propagation to enhance
inequality reasoning in the new qL. Although the gen-
era] substitution algorithm is expensive, we think we
can control it better than it was in the original Bounder
by using a structured implementation.

The New Quantity Lattice Architecture
We will retain the efficiency advantages of the qL
by providing acce~ points at several different levels
along the power/complexity spectrum, enabling users
to make judicious choices about the problems they
would like to solve, given the difficulty that each en-
tails. Of the qL algorithms, all but constant elimins-
tion arithmetic are of linear complexity--O(relaZ~).
Ideally, the more expensive mechanisms will be con-
sidered only for specific pieces of larger problems. Our
aim is to provide a flexible environment that lets users
trade solution quality (quantity bounds atightnessZ)
off against required computational effort.

One way we expect to do this is by providing a series
of increasingly powerful algorithms for substitution.
The qL gives us the place to start: relationai arith-
metic, which is linear, is a special case of constant elim-
in~tlon arithmetic, which is O(quan~iea ̄  rel~a).
Reid Simmons mentions a more complex variety of
constant elimination arithmetic (a Utransltiven variety)
which he declined to implement [Simmons, 1986]. Con-
stant elimination arithmetic is a special case of this.
The transitive variety should have the complexity of a
transitive closure operation, making it O(relaZ~z~s).
There will be more steps left on the way to implement-
ing a substitution capability as powerful as Sacks’ sub-
stitution algorithm, which is exponential. Our goal
can be seen as engineering substitution to give users
additional hooks for control over computational effort
expended. In the best of all possible worlds, the work
done in each step c~ be exploited to make the next
step that much faster, so that the overhead for succes-
sive invocations reduces to bookkeeping.

Having developed our succe~ion of inequality re~-
soning techniques, we need to provide users with s de-
scription of each technique’s capabilities, complexity,
and any dependencies on other techniques. Some more
expensive techniques may require that some less expen-
sive ones already have been executed. We can provide
some default paths through this space of techniques,
but ultimately we would like to provide a protocol for
their combination.

Simplification is necessary to ensure the quality of
resulting bounds. As Elisha Sacks has related to us,
too little simplification makes suhstitution weak and
the output long and unreadable. Too much makes
substitution too slow. Sacks has found that factor-
ing and fancy trigonometric simplification do not pay
off: ~rbey are hard to program, take a lot of computer
time, and rarely improve the results. Few polynomials
just happen to be factorable. Bounder collects terms
and factors quadratics, which is all it normally needs.
In all the years, I found never had an application where
factoring would make the difference between success
and failure."2

A Hybrid Real/Sign Algebra
By definition, semi-quantitative, inequality reasoning
includes quantitative, equational reasoning as a limit-
ing case. However, the same is not true of qualitative,
sign-b~ed reasoning, in which the quantitative infor-
mation nsually is thrown away. Brian Williams’ Min-
ima system [Williams, 1991] represents an important
departure from this style, in that it allows real-valued
and sign-valued quantities to be mixed in the same ex-
pression using a hybrid real/sign algebra. The reals
and signs must appear at consistent levels: real val-
ues cannot b¢ combined with sign values directly, but
any real expression can appear within the sigz~ opera.
Lot, which then transforms it to a sign value. Minima’s
sign algebra is distinguished from other qualitative al-
gebras in that it includes true equality rather than just
Uqualitative equality,~ making it possible to substitute
equals for equals. Minima gives users control over the
level of problem abstraction by allowing them to decide
where to insert the sign operator.

We propose to extend Minima by replacing its cur-
rent capability for inequality reasoning with the new
qL which is more powerful and flexible. The resulting
system will provide the complete range of mathemati-
cal abstraction for reasoning about physical systems--
from real numbers, to bounded quantities, to signs.

Minima can run in two distinct modes for the work of
expression simplification and variable isolation that is
st the core of all of its rea~ning [Williams, 1991]. One
mode performs canonicaiisation and factoring to be as
complete as possible at the expense of potentially com-
binatorial intermediate expression generation. We fa-
vor the other mode for incorporation in the integrated

2Personal communication.
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qL/Minirrm architecture. Williams describes it (p69):
Partial simplification and partial isolation perform
only "obvious" inferences that make local simplifi-
cations to expressions. The potentially expensive
operation of distribution is avoided, which can in-
crease the sise of expressions exponentially. Com-
pleteness is traded for faster more intuitive deduc-
tions. This second approach has proven sufficient
thus far for the set of examples explored in our
design research.

This fits the philosophy stated by Sacks of avoid-
ing expensive simplification mechanisms. Williams
adds: "Radical changes to structure make equations
difficult for engineers to interpret. The culprit is
distributivity..." (p78). Fancy simplification mech-
anisms are expensive and occlusive; they usually also
are unnecessary. Minima’s apartialm simplification has
resemblance to that performed by Bounder’s genera]
substitution algorithm. We probably can break out a
common simplifier, so that the same level of simplifica-
tion is performed on all quantities appearing inside the
sign operatorBboth bounded quantities and real num-
bers. This has the potential advantage of eliminating
dependence on Macsyma, as well as consistency.

Neither Minima nor the ql, is intended on its own
to ~solve" whole systems of equations or inequalities.
Instead, global reasoning is left to a calling program
which decides when to make comparisons or bound
quantities as it needs these in its reasoning tasks. They
thus are very suitable candidates for combination.

Synergy with TMM
We have developed a new implementation of TMMu
the Time Map Management temporal re~oning system
originally designed by Thomas Dean [Dean and Mc-
Dermott, 1987J. The qL shares much computational
structure with TMM: bounded quantities, graph rep-
resentation, constraints, and dependencies. We envi-
sion the new qr. tool and TMM being integrated in &
common environment. We think their integration will
provide a powerful, practical causal/temporal reason-
ing system of general utility. We are planning tenta-
tively to incorporate mechanisms in TMM for reason-
ing about continuous quantities; the techniques in the
new qL eventually may serve as one set of supporting
mechanisms---one that could be used in planning and
scheduling resource management, for example. The
current design of both systems is similar enough to
support their integration. TUM is described further in
[Schrag e~ aJ., 1992].

Jsffar and Lmmes [Jaffar and Lmmes, 1984] define
a semantic framework in which constraint satisfac-
tion methods can combined with logic programming
search. The inference architecture in which we would
like to integrate TMM and the new qL has a logic
programming base that includes & justification-based
truth maintenance system [Doyle, 1979] to handle in-
cremental and nonmonotonic reasoning. We also would

like to consider what other constraint satisfaction tech-
niques, such as arc consistency methods [Mackworth
and Freuder, 1965], might be profitably incorporated
into the same framework. This ultimately could lead
to the practical realization of the long-held objectives
of Hayes’ naive physics manifesto [Hayes, 1995], which
sought to create a b~e of techniques for reasoning
about many different aspects of the physical world.
Many critics have argued that Hayes’ manifesto was
impractical because it was couched in terms of a for-
mal logic repre~ntation, but a constraint satisfaction
framework might provide the same declarative knowl-
edge base without the straight theorem-provlng real-
isation. An efficient constraint-based spatial reasoning
algorithm also would be a significant contribution to-
ward this goal.

The Unique Niche of Inequality
Reasoning

Symbolic mathematics packages, like Macsyma, Math-
ematica, Maple, Reduce, etc., perform a great variety
of services for reasoning about systems of equatioz~s,
and they can be very useful for simplification. How-
ever, none of them have nontrivial facilities for deal-
ing with i~e~61ities. To our knowledge, the best of
them is Macsyma, which does a little ad ILoc substi-
tution and a few special cases. Elisha Sacks replaced
this module with Bounder in his version of Macsyma,
obtaining big improvements. Also, we are including a
provision for user control over computational effort ex-
pended ̄ m. solution quality that is not characteristic
of such systems.

Linear programming methods (such as the Simplex
method) provide optimal solutions for a set of linear
equations and inequalities with respect to an objective
function. Linear algebra embodies a systematic solu-
tion method that works for any solvable linear system;
within this is included all nece~ary simplification. But
linear algebra and linear programming are just thatB
alinear." Some nonlinear programming techniques ex-
ist as well. All of these methods can be characterised as
primarily numerical. None of these performs any gen-
eral simplification of the kind our inequality reasoner
will. The fact that interval arithmetic is being advo-
cated for nonlinear systems and nonlinear optimisa-
tion as a mathematically rigorous technique [Kearfott,
1989] suggests that our inequality reasoner including
simplification will be even more useful.
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